
CAREER FINDER

FINDING MY WAY



Today is a practice run!
We will be using this presentation to gain
feedback from users on our product
concepts. We want your feedback and
ideas to make this better.

We are also interested in your own ideas
and feedback about the concepts.



Finding My

Way 

We are a group of passionate innovators

seeking to reinvent the career selection

process for young people

About



Our Process



We want to validate our

research findings and gain

deeper understanding of

our insights  based on your

experience 

TEST HYPOTHESES 

We want to hear what you

like, dislike, find relevant or

ilrrelevant about our

concepts

GAIN FEEDBACK

We would love to hear what

ideas you have about this,

how can we improve it and

how can it appeal to more

people 

IMPROVE IDEAS 

Our Objectives Today

1 2 3



Our

activities

today

Briefly tell us how this resonates

with you? Did you or people

close to you experience it? 

INTRODUCTION OF

INSIGHT 

Tell us what you think of the

concept. Thumbs up? Down?

Neutral? Would you see a use for

it in the world?. 

INTRODUCTION OF

CONCEPT

How can this idea be better?

What ideas do you have? 

IMPROVE IDEAS



Concept Boards



Students with great

counselors have great

experiences, but finding a

good one is hard. 



Counselmatch

The free version gives you access to podcasts, short videos, tips and tricks

If you find yourself stuck, you can be matched with a recommended mentor

that matches your personality or you can choose one based on on-line

reviews. You can ask anything to the mentor!
A semi-automated personalized counselor system for everyone

Menu of options make it easy, for example, you may ask for a customized list

of majors and universities that match your criteria, not a generic list from the

internet

Matching service based on needs or criteria

FEATURES

Everyone can afford a mentor or a private counselor

Discrete help only when you need it 

Advice from someone you can trust and with whom you can share your

fears

UNIQUE VALUE PROPOSITION

DESCRIPTION
Counselmatch is a free service that provide advice and guidance from the best

counselors in the world in a fun way, TikTok or Instagram kind-of-way. You can

see videos organized by topics with suggestions and links with tools. You may

choose to upgrade to a premium service in which you can be matched with

counselors based on your personality and interests, people like you and help you

in challenging moments at a very low cost



Many students just need

someone to trust, who's

an advocate for them. 



Match me DESCRIPTION

Students can automatically expand their networks to connect with people

that can orient them

UNIQUE VALUE PROPOSITION

A high school students network is only as big as their parents'. Unfortunately,
many students and their families have limited networks. This platform helps

students to meet others. Others may be other HS students seeking similar

schools/careers, college students, or professionals who are open to help and

give information and answer questions about what they do. 

With the platforms knowledge on ones likes/interests/skills it finds other

high school students going through the same difficult time so they you one

can bounce around ideas and learn about other schools/programs that they

hadn't previously heard about

Match with college students who have similar interests at perspective

schools so you can learn about the program and school life in first person

Match to people searching by major, highschool, profession

Match with professionals in perspective fields to ask them questions 

Students can be matched at random or select from a criterial like region,
profession, school, etc

FEATURES



I got your

back
DESCRIPTION

Find the perfect match, you can get a sense for who will your mentor be

Watch the best advice by mentors organized by topic or simply browse

through it in the app feed, you can save it for later viewing

Suggestions to handle stress and pressure

Video call feature with quick schedule 

Chat box where you can ask questions

FEATURES

Having a trusted person that can give students the confidence that

someone is going to be there to help them

UNIQUE VALUE PROPOSITION

This is an app that matches you with someone that can serve as a coach or

mentor throughout your journey instead of a counselor who does some of the

work for you. This person is your advocate throughout the process and guides

you all along the way. You can ask questions via text at any time and if things get

rough, you can get on a call. Your coach has your back and will always support

you. 



For most students, it is

difficult to judge whether

if they are ahead or falling

behind in the process. 



Your way is

the way

DESCRIPTION

Visual guide of the key steps with key dates 

Daily notifications that remind you of upcoming steps or providing

inspiration to help you in the key stage you are in

The app shows national, state and city averages on where every one is in the

process so you don't have to over stress by what others are saying aroiund

you

If you get behind, you can ask for help to get "unstuck"

FEATURES

By knowing what the real deadlines are showing the progress of the general

population this app gives students confidence and trust in their process

Showing progress in visual ways makes students feel less stressed

UNIQUE VALUE PROPOSITION

You don't have to worry about what you are hearing in the school halls, this app

shows you the real timelines and helps you run the process at your own speed

without worrying what others are saying. This app that shows you the major

steps to achieve your goal in an easy to understand and visual way. The tool

helps you navigate the day to day based on your milestones giving you friendly

reminders and tools to be successful that show as text messages or

notifications. Your daily feed is full of inspiration related to your interests and

timeline. 



Students love career day

because it provides them with

a sense of direction and

excitement for the future. 



Everyday is

career day

DESCRIPTION

Students can learn about different jobs that stem from majors

Show younger students that there is more out there than they imagine

Personality type quiz where students show likes and platform gives them

potential fields (in which students can further their research through the

same platform)
Able to explore from career to major and from major to career

A tool that translates professions to degrees

Includes corporate perspectives when defining career paths

Has a section where students can "pin" similar jobs together and create

boards for themselves

High schools need to do multiple career days throughout the year- even

once a week. I found mine very helpful but it was only one day out of the

year

Platform as a perpetual career day.

FEATURES

Gives students the benefits of career day whenever they need them

Allows students to explore different paths starting at different points (either

from the first step or the end goal)

UNIQUE VALUE PROPOSITION

The problem is career day doesn't happen very often and after a few weeks the

excitement dies down. This platform aims to keep the benefits of career day

within reach of all students at all times. 



Most students don't

know what people in a

given profession actually

do so choosing one at an

early age is very scary.



What is it

really?

DESCRIPTION

in app feed with short videos showing the daily life but displays the majors

and classes that are useful to do it

the more you scroll the better the feed gets with careers that might be

relevant to you

multiple careers from one field

shows true daily activities 

debunks the myths of what someone does

Mini-quizzes that assess your abilities in skills, it helps the system match you

with what you are best

Profiles of young professionals and students so you can understand the

connection between a career and a major

FEATURES

Non scripted or biased to show true side of careers

Students don't have to focus on the names of the jobs, the majors or the

classes, they are just making emotional connections and seeing how their

abilities can be leveraged. The system then translates that into

recommendations

Looks at both what you like, and what you are good at, helping you find a

sweet spot

UNIQUE VALUE PROPOSITION

Do you know what an engineer really does? Most people don't. This is an app

debunking the mysteries of professions. This free fun app has a million examples

of careers and jobs posted by none other than the workers themselves to get

the truest sense of what they do. You can click and see the profile which has

details about their major, their university, their personality, etc. Every time you

see a post, you like, dislike or say maybe, this information is gathered on the

background and after a few days/weeks of use, you will discover how careers

match with things you like and the type of choices you have, giving you clarity

on what you may want to do more research one



Experience it
DESCRIPTION

All opportunities to learn about a field or career in one place

Lowers the barriers to experience day-to-day life at work

UNIQUE VALUE PROPOSITION

How are students supposed to know what it is they want to do if they don't get

a chance to try it. With this platform one will be shown many different

opportunities to see what their future could entail.

Based on interests the algorithm will provide you with potential camps you

could be interested in that will give you an insight into that field of study

Camps and pre-college programs can advertise on here to get more

students to join

Companies can post their internships here to expose students to them as

well as target the students who are interested 

for students who cannot attend a camp or internship, universities can post

opportunities to join a class or lab via zoom to explore the program

Companies create special programs to experience, they can be remote or

small activities

FEATURES



It can be difficult for students

to learn how people got to

where they are after

graduating high school,

specially because everyone's

journey is different. 



The career

detective

DESCRIPTION

A youtube personality that is an invistegator of degrees career detective

A podcast by a cool personality that gives students confidence in the

process

Have examples of people who have failed and then changed organization

methods and succeeded

Help students see what prior careers famous people considered, and

attempted prior to the career they landed

Where did Mark Z study?? Carlos Slim?? Beyonce??? I would like to know.
It would be inspiring

What do CEOs study in university? what are the different paths one can

follow to achieve a similar goal?
How do students get into the university of their dreams??

FEATURES

Research is more entertaining than a chore (students can watch/listen while

they do other things)
The wide range of interviewees encourage students to stay open minded

UNIQUE VALUE PROPOSITION

A character/personality who's job is to talk to a wide range of people and figure

out how they got to where they got, this includes personalities and every-day

people. Some of the interviewees are famous people, other professionals and

others college students. The content can be broadcasted in the form of videos

and/or podcasts that students can watch/listen to for inspiration and motivation. 



The career

museum

DESCRIPTION

The different media which people use to share their stories will keep it

interesting for students

Helps students visualize different paths for the near future (with college

students' and professors' input) and also more long term (with professionals

and field experts)

UNIQUE VALUE PROPOSITION

Similar to the career detective in that it showcases different careers and

people's journeys but instead of being guided by a specific

character/personality, people tell their journey (or show what a day in their life

looks like) in their own way. This could be in the form of a short Tedtalk or an

animation or a piece of writing. 

Some sort of short tedtalks in which people tell you their life story/ how they

got to where they are now

People in the field (professors/experts/famous people/students) could do

some sort of live or a day in my life sort of thing

Stories that make me believe I could achieve what I decided

Have some kind of map that shows professionals' career paths and maybe

highlights some of the similarities between people

Identify successful people that took a risk and never looked back and those

who combined pre-career experiences

Professors and students bio videos in which they can explain what they do

and why they do it and where they do it also

Could also be some sort of 'take your child to work day' but for any young

person interested in a career (virtually)

FEATURES

Psych
Data analysis

Vet



In order for a student to

find their ideal university,

they must find one in

which all 4 legs are

strong. 



The 4 legs

model

DESCRIPTION

Students are able to block out external "noise" and focus on their own

preferences and opinions

Students are able to find their optimal match in a university based on the key

criteria

UNIQUE VALUE PROPOSITION

The four legs of the university table are: Academic, Financial, Social and Physical.
An interactive app/website that aims to help students find their optimal

university by ensuring the 4 legs of their table are strong. The recommendations

are based on factual information that help student discern opinion vs reality. This

is helpful for students because it will give them an idea of what the whole

experience was gonna be like, not just the program or party scene. 

A visual representation allows students to make a visual connection to their

choices

user takes a quiz to figure out their preferences for each leg of the table

university components (4 table legs?)
have options within the legs of the table to rank and then the system figures

out which is most important for you

students are allowed to prioritize one leg but the system ensures all 4 are

strong (by finding different universities that fit the students needs/wants)
anonymous schools that match with things you put as the legs and after you

see about them reveal the name

FEATURES



Many times it is hard to

find unbiased information

out there because

everyone is trying to get

you to join their

school/profession. 



Unbiased
DESCRIPTION

College students can find their university and leave honest reviews about

their experience overall or go more in depth by talking about their

college/program/classes and it doesn't need to be about school but also the

other 4 legs of the table

Many people think something of a certain major with this people can talk

about what its actually all about

Not only can you leave reviews but you can also ask questions for

anonymous people to answer or leave questions under reviews 

FEATURES

Anonymous so one can't get in trouble with their university 

An unbiased opinion is always the best

UNIQUE VALUE PROPOSITION

A website full of reviews or experiences! There is so much information out there

but it can be hard to find and you never know what to believe on the internet.
With this people can leave anonymous reviews about just about anything. 



Anything else you’d like to

tell us?



Thank you!





Write your

topic or idea

Briefly elaborate on what you

want to discuss. 





Write your topic or idea

Briefly elaborate on what you want to discuss. 



Write your

topic or idea

Briefly elaborate on what you

want to discuss. 



Write your topic or idea

Briefly elaborate on what

you want to discuss. 

ADD A MAIN POINT

Briefly elaborate on what

you want to discuss. 

ADD A MAIN POINT



"The future belongs to

those who believe in the

beauty of their dreams."

ELEANOR ROOSEVELT



Write your 

topic or idea

Briefly elaborate on what

you want to discuss. 



Write your

topic or idea

Briefly elaborate on what you want to discuss. 

ADD A MAIN POINT

Briefly elaborate on what you want to discuss. 

ADD A MAIN POINT

Briefly elaborate on what you want to discuss. 

ADD A MAIN POINT



Add a section header



Write your

topic or idea

Briefly elaborate on what you

want to discuss. 

ADD A MAIN POINT

Briefly elaborate on what you

want to discuss. 

ADD A MAIN POINT



Write your topic or idea

Briefly elaborate on

what you want 

to discuss. 

Briefly elaborate on

what you want 

to discuss. 

Briefly elaborate on

what you want 

to discuss. 

Briefly elaborate on

what you want 

to discuss. 

ADD A MAIN POINT ADD A MAIN POINT ADD A MAIN POINT ADD A MAIN POINT



Write your topic or idea

Briefly elaborate on what you

want to discuss. 

ADD A MAIN POINT

Briefly elaborate on what you

want to discuss. 

ADD A MAIN POINT

Briefly elaborate on what you

want to discuss. 

ADD A MAIN POINT

Briefly elaborate on what you

want to discuss. 

ADD A MAIN POINT



Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 Item 4 Item 5

50 

40 

30 

20 

10 

0 

Write your topic or idea
Briefly elaborate on what you want to discuss. 



Add a section header



Use this for a

photo caption.



Write your

 topic or idea

Briefly elaborate on what you

want to discuss. 



Briefly elaborate on what

you want to discuss. 

ADD A MAIN POINT

Briefly elaborate on what

you want to discuss. 

ADD A MAIN POINT

Briefly elaborate on what

you want to discuss. 

ADD A MAIN POINT

Write your topic or idea

1 2 3



Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 Item 4 Item 5
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75 
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0 

Write your

topic or idea

Briefly elaborate on what

you want to discuss. 



Use this for a photo caption.



Write your

topic or idea

Briefly elaborate on what you

want to discuss. 



Item 1

20%

Item 2

20%

Item 3

20%

Item 4

20%

Item 5

20%

Write your

topic or idea

Briefly elaborate on what you

want to discuss. 



Add a section header



Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 Item 4 Item 5

50 

40 

30 

20 

10 

0 

Write your

topic or idea

Briefly elaborate on what you

want to discuss. 



Briefly elaborate on what

you want to discuss. 

2 OUT OF 6

Briefly elaborate on what

you want to discuss. 

5 OUT OF 6

Write your topic or idea

Briefly elaborate on what you want to discuss. 



30% 60% 90%

ADD A MAIN POINT ADD A MAIN POINT ADD A MAIN POINT

Write your topic or idea

Briefly elaborate on what you want to discuss. 



"The future belongs to

those who believe in the

beauty of their dreams."

— ELEANOR ROOSEVELT



Write your topic or idea



Write your topic or idea

Briefly elaborate on what you want to discuss. 



Write your topic or idea

Briefly elaborate on what you want to discuss. 



Use these elements in

your Canva presentation.

Free

Resources


